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Abstract W e describe a technique for speeding up the performance of global collective
operations on a cluster of symmetric multiprocessor ( S M P ) parallel computer. Global
collectiveoperationsareinherently
faster
within an SMP computer than between such
computers.Thisalgorithmtakesadvantage
of this fact and performs the global collective
operationsfirstwithintheSMPmachine,
and thencompletestheoperations
between
the machines. This results in significant improvementin global collectiveperformance
timing, almost twice as fast as conventional
M P I global reduction calls in some cases.

nificant amount, without having to rewrite the
entire codeto redistributework among theprocessors.
Our approach is rather simple and involves
twosteps. Sincereductionoperationswithin
a node is faster, the algorithm first completes
the operationson all the processors within each
node of the cluster, and then do a final reduction among the number of SMPs in use. The
main challenge is t o design a spin wait mechanism for synchronizing between the two steps
mentioned above. This turns out not tobe too
complicated, and we haveseen improvements
of up to 50% in performance timing using our
algorithm.
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Introduction

Whenrunningparallelcode
on cluster of
SMPs,traditionalglobal
collective or reduction operations such as global sums and multiply invariably runs into performance bottlenecks, due to the simple fact that the connection mechanism between SMP nodes are usually order of magnitude slower than those connecting processors within an SMP node. The
standard binary tree reduction algorithms employed by popular communication architecture
such as MPI are certainly not optimal for an
SMP cluster, as we will soonsee.
However,
with some relatively simple modification to the
globalcollective algorithm,onecanimprove
the performance of such operations by a sig-

An Example: the HP XClass Exemplar

At the Jet PropulsionLaboratory,ourSMP
cluster is an HP X-class Exemplar distributed
memorycomputer which actuallyconsist of
16 S-class SPP2000 hypernodes, connected by
a coherenttoroidalinterconnect
(CTI). Each
SMPhypernodecontain16processors,for
a
total of 256 processors. Published numbers for
the Exemplar shows a peak bandwidth of 3.84
GB/s per link between SMPs, anda bandwidth
of 15.36 GB/s within the SMP itself, about 4
timesthespeeddifference[l].
Theoperating
systemruns on HPUX 10.01,with HP's implementation of MPI version 1.4. Timing performance comparison for a global sum operation using the MPIallreduce call and our new
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Figure 1: MPIvs new global sum performanceFigure

global sum code are shown in figure 1.
The figure indicates that a substantial improvement in global sum performance can be
obtained beyond the confines of a hypernode.
When running our oceanmodeling code on this
machine, the two-dimensional conjugate gradient solver mirrors the performanceof the above
global sums,hence benefits fromthe new global
sum code with increasing number
of processors.
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The Algorithm

We illustrateourtechniquewiththe
global
sumoperation,though in practice,the algorithm works for any globalcollective operation.
For each SMP node, a region of (near) sharedmemory is reserved, and declared to be accessible by any other node as far-shared memory.
We implement this procedure using map, although there are several ways to do this, such
as using shmget. The global sum is then computed as follows. Within each SMP node, we
designate a randomly chosen CPU as the SMP
master, which computes the sum over all elements within the node
itself and stores it in
it’s local memory region. For the whole cluster, another CPU, randomly chosen from one
of the SMP master CPUs,is designated as the

2: Block diagram of new gsumcode

clustermaster.Theclustermasterspin-wait
for all the SMP masters to complete their operations by polling their local shared-memory
regions. When it detects that the SMP masters have computed their local sums, it then
adds up the results of the SMP masters with
itself, which now contains the global sum.
In
the meantime, all SMP masters spin-wait on
the cluster master, and when the cluster master completes, the value of the global sum is
then copied t o each SMP’s local memory. This
is detected by all the other CPUs which copy
the global sum from their respective SMPmaster. A block diagram of how the above procedure works is shown in figure 2.
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Conclusion

Due t o its cost and simplicity, clustering SMP
computers is becoming a major design among
supercomputer makers such as the HP Exemplar, and SGIOrigin 2000. These SMP clusters
canhandlecomputation
that run in parallel
over hundreds, even thousands of processors.
An inherent weakness that comes with the cluster design is that the communication architecture between the SMP computers are simply
not as fast as those within the SMP computers.

Very often, they are simplyhigh speed network
interconnects,ratherthanthefastersystem
buses that connect processors inside the SMP
computer. This architecture naturally leads to
performance bottlenecks for parallel codesthat
communicates with more than the number
of
processors in a single SMPcomputer.Standard message passing communication architecture such as MPI do nottake into account the
cluster design when performing global collective operations, for the simple reason of maintainingportability.
However, we show that
with a simple modification of the global collective operationalgorithm,theperformance
of such operations on clusters can beimproved
significantly. It is definitely worth your while
t o implement such an algorithm when encountering time-critical projects that spend most
of
its time doing global collective operations.
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